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Tonight
1. What do historians do and how do they 

do it?
a. Doing history with digital technology

2. Evaluating digital projects – Cornell’s 
Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire (1911)

a. Evaluating other digital projects

3. Installing Wordpress on your *NEW* 
domain.

4. Introduction to Hypertext Markup 
Language (HTML)



What is history?



Historians’ Points of View
Political history: the story of government, political leaders, electoral activities, the making of policy, and the 
interaction of branches of government.

Social history: the study of ways and customs, of family, education, children, demography (population 
change), and voluntary institutions (churches, fraternal orders, etc.)

Cultural history: the study of language and its uses, of the arts and literature, sport, and entertainment, in 
constructing cultural categories.

Economic history: the study of how an entire system of production and consumption works, of markets, 
industry, credit, and working people at all levels of the system.

Legal history: the study of all facets of law, including analysis of particular laws, legal institutions, individuals 
who operate in the legal system, and the effect of law on society.

Intellectual history: the study of ideology and epistemology, analyzing how ideas affect human actions and 
how the material world affects human ideas.

What other subfields can you think of?



Why study the past?

According to William Cronon?

What values or intellectual leanings do historians share?

Five minutes with a neighbor, come up with two or three “values” 
that historians share.



How do historians do it?
According to Cronon:

1. We ask significant questions about the past.

2. Answer these questions with evidence—texts, images, 
documents—from the past.



Questions
In an age when single men were viewed as social deviants, how did men define, 
understand, and position themselves as “bachelors” in the metropolitan United 
States in the 19th century? 

Modern readings of the Lizzie Borden murder trial point to overwhelming 
evidence that she had the means, motive, and opportunity to commit the axe 
murders of her father and stepmother. How then were assumptions about her 
gender and her social standing used at the time as evidence of her guilt or 
innocence?



Questions & Answers
According to Cronon, historians answer significant questions about 
the past.

Answer questions by reading primary and secondary sources.



Primary & Secondary Sources
A primary source provides direct or firsthand 
evidence about an event, object, or person.

◦ personal correspondence, memos, 
diaries

◦ works of art and literature
◦ speeches and oral histories
◦ audio and video recordings
◦ photographs and posters
◦ newspaper ads and stories
◦ laws and legislative hearings
◦ census or demographic records
◦ coins and tools

A secondary source is produced after an 
event happened and contains information 
that has been interpreted, commented, 
analyzed or processed in such a way that it no 
longer conveys the freshness of the original.

◦ History textbooks, dictionaries, 
encyclopedias, interpretive journal 
articles, and book reviews are all 
examples of secondary sources. 

◦ *CREDIBLE secondary sources are 
based on primary sources.



Putting It Together
Modern readings of the Lizzie Borden murder trial point to overwhelming evidence that 
she had the means, motive, and opportunity to commit the axe murders of her father 
and stepmother. How then were assumptions about her gender and her social standing 
used at the time as evidence of her guilt or innocence?

-Catherine Ross Nickerson, “’The Deftness of her Sex’: Innocence, 
Guilt, and Gender in the Trial of Lizzie Borden.”

Commonwealth vs Lizzie Andrew Borden, 1893

Wikipedia

Google Scholar search

http://lizzieandrewborden.com/resources/officialdocuments.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lizzie_Borden
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?hl=en&q=lizzie+borden+murder&btnG=&as_sdt=1,47&as_sdtp=




Perspectives on Digital History
“Digital history makes use of sources in digital form.” – William Turkel, professor of 
computational history, University of Western Ontario

“The theory and practice of bringing technology to bear on the abundance we now confront.” –
Dan Cohen, Executive Director of the Digital Public Library of America, former GMU professor.

“Digital history is an approach to examining and representing the past that works with the 
new communication technologies of the computer, the Internet, and software systems.” –
William G. Thomas III, professor of U.S. & digital history, University of Nebraska-Lincoln.



Digital History: Our Working Definition

An approach to examining and representing the past that 
works with the tools and technologies of the computer, the 

Internet, and software systems and allows us to ask and 
answer questions about the past so that we may acquire 

insights about the ideas and realities that shaped the 
experiences of those who lived in earlier societies.



Phases of Digital History
Phase one: Communication and course-management tools

Phase two: Hands-on websites that allow you to explore history.
◦ *Archives—collections of primary sources
◦ *Exhibits, films, essays, scholarship—secondary source studies or 

general info on a topic
◦ Teaching—directed at students or teachers
◦ Discussion—focused on online dialogue
◦ Organizations—informational, group-oriented.



Phases of digital history
Phase one: Communication and course-management tools.

Phase two: Hands-on websites that allow you to explore history.

Phase three: Publishing, creating, collaborating, interpreting.

Phase four: 3D simulations and audio/visual recreations based on 
extensive data and research.

eg, A Day in Pompeii on YouTube or a simulation of the World’s Fair.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dY_3ggKg0Bc


Chicago World’s Fair, 1893



The Digital Difference 

New publishing models: blogs, collaborative & iterative books.

New ways of reading texts: topic modeling and text mining.
Ability to layer and analyze time and space.

Ability to process vast quantities of data quickly.

Over the course of the semester, we’re going to do all of these.



Evaluating Digital 
Projects



Evaluating a Digital Project
Take 10 minutes and click around Cornell’s Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire 
Project: 
http://trianglefire.ilr.cornell.edu/

Think about the following as you review: 

◦ What kind of site is this?
◦ What is it trying to do? Does it succeed?
◦ Any biases in what is presented to you? How do you know?
◦ Is it clear and easy to navigate? Coherent structure?
◦ Who is the audience?
◦ Does it do anything that would be better served in print, film, exhibition?

http://trianglefire.ilr.cornell.edu/


In Groups: Evaluate the Following
Group 1: Famous American Trials – Salem Witchcraft Trials --
http://law2.umkc.edu/faculty/projects/ftrials/salem/SALEM.HTM
Group 2: The Great Sheedy Murder Trial -- http://gildedage.unl.edu/ 

Group 3: Voyage of the Echo: The Trials of an Illegal Trans-Atlantic 
Slave Ship -- http://ldhi.library.cofc.edu/exhibits/show/voyage-of-
the-echo-the-trials
Group 4: Famous American Trials –Scottsboro Boys 
http://law2.umkc.edu/faculty/projects/FTrials/scottsboro/scottsb.ht
m



Questions to Ask
Think about the following as you review your projects: 

◦ What kind of site is this?
◦ What is it trying to do? Does it succeed?
◦ Any biases in what is presented to you? How do you know?
◦ Is it clear and easy to navigate? Coherent structure?
◦ Who is the audience?
◦ Does it do anything that would be better served in print, film, 

exhibition?



Wordpress



Installing 
Wordpress

- You will have one domain name and a Cpanel password.

- You will also create a username and password for your 
Wordpress access.

- Install Stargazer theme.
• Add a header image
• Change the colors of your theme.

-Install Sortable Word Count plugin.

-Install Dashboard Sticky Notes plugin.

- Add me as an admin.
• Username: profbush
• Password: f16h390
• Email: ebush3@gmu.edu
• *Do not send the confirmation email, please.

-

mailto:ebush3@gmu.edu


Intro to HTML



HTML Basics

HTML is markup language for describing web pages – all 
webpages are written in HTML.

- Wordpress is a content management system that makes 
creating and organizing your website easy.
◦ It “hides” the mechanics of site organization, including:
◦ The file structure
◦ The code  -- HTML and CSS.

HTML “tags” describe different content on your page.

<tagname>content</tagname>

-Tags come in pairs – the <start> tag and the </end> tag.
- It’s good practice to only use lowercase – both standard and 

faster.

You can nest tags. 



Common 
HTML Tags

Header <h1></h1> through <h6></h6>
Paragraph <p></p>
Bold <b></b> <strong></strong>
Italics <i></i>
Links <a href=“URL”></a>
Ordered 
(numbered) lists

<ol></ol>

Unordered 
(bullet) lists

<ul></ul>

List item <li></li>



Practice
Create a blog post with the following elements:

Headers

Paragraph
Bold and italics text

Links

A list – ordered or unordered.



Next Week
1. Sensational Trials – what can they tell us about history?

2. How search works?

3. Finding sources – guest Dr. George Oberle from GMU Libraries

… Before class:

Watch a short video on search. Read two articles: published trial transcripts & a review of 3 
books about sensational crime. Explore the Linder site of sensational American trials.

**Your first blog post is due on Sept. 24th by 5pm.
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